Off Course Feng Shui for Golfers

Auspicious Keys To Build By
By TY Tan
In the last issue, I talked about the Feng Shui of a property with a site configuration of
“Higher Green Dragon hills on the left, Lower White Tiger hills on the right, a tall Turtle mountain
behind and Lower Undulating Phoenix in front” which is not based on any compass directions.
Mountain and Water provide wealth luck and takes care of the well being of people. The
external water and mountain elements around one’s property are said to affect wealth luck and
the well being of the people living on the property.
Between the years 2004 to 2024, people who have real mountains or hills towards the North
East direction of their property externally and real water such as a natural lake or pond towards
the South West of their property externally will be extremely fortunate.
In fact, by having a water feature situated outside one’s business premises, golf course, or
golf clubhouse facing in a South West direction, will have a vibrant chi that can activate and help
improve the energy flow in the surroundings for business prosperity.

Unfavourable Position
The unlucky position is when the property has mountains instead of the water element facing
the South West and where there is water in the North East position instead of the mountain. Worry
not, because there are ways to counter this.
By now you should have figured out that a Turtle Mountain facing towards the North East
direction and Water before the Phoenix facing towards the South West, is the most fortunate
orientation for property from now to the year 2024.
By having external mountains and water in the right location or direction, one gains an
auspicious site for building a golf course, clubhouse or property.
How should we orientate our house, business buildings, or golf clubhouse to tap the most
fortunate external settings? I will explain that favourable and fortunate direction and site for
built-up structures in the next issue.
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Feng Shui and Chinese Astrology, ancient wisdom handed down by our ancestors, are living skills that have been in use
throughout the Orient for many centuries. The term Feng Shui combines the Chinese words for “wind” and “water” which are
the key factors in assessing the quality and movement of chi, or energy, in a landscape.
The practice of feng shui involves analyzing the chi of our premises and with some simple changes in the placement of
furnishings or colour selection, we can improve the energy in our surroundings for great success.
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